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C. Alexander Jones: Still in Action: Blackness, Portraiture, and Photoliberation in Paul 
D’Amato’s Here/Still/Now 
(Under the direction of Carol Magee) 
 
In Still in Action: Blackness, Portraiture, and Photoliberation in Paul D’Amato’s 
Here/Still/Now, I examine the multifaceted significance of still within Black portrait 
photography’s subjective claims to individual and communal autonomy. Working with still’s 
shifting expressions of bodily composure, processes of un/changing transformation, and/or 
means of survival, I delineate explicit and implicit formations of Black subjective resistance 
through portrait photography’s portrayals, embodiments, and appearances of still. To 
characterize this resistance, I propose the notion of Black photoliberation as a model for 
describing the various strategies of photographic (re)production and (re)presentation that 
advocate for the social and cultural integrity of Blackness, historically, conceptually, and 
contemporaneously. Using D’Amato’s 2016 volume, I trace the continuation of Black 
photoliberation through subjective and visual mechanisms of still, drawing on contemporary 
fields of visual culture, social politics, and theoretical discourses about Black representation.  
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Chapter 1: HERE 
 
Here: Of a point or period of time: to be here, to be present, to have arrived; At this point or 
period in action, speech, or thought; at this juncture; in this passage (of something written): 
frequently referring to what immediately precedes or follows. 
 
- OED Online 
 
 
If we understand portraiture to be both “the art of creating portraits” (image and text) and 
“graphic and detailed description,” how might we understand a variety of forms of contemporary 
Black public image-making in and as refusals to accede to the optics, the disciplines, and the 
deathly demands of the antiblack worlds in which we live, work, and struggle to make visible (to 
ourselves, if not to others) all kinds of Black pasts, presents, and possible futures? 
 




In the cover image for Paul D’Amato’s 2016 volume Here/Still/Now, two Black women—
Margaret and Marquetta Tisdell—pose beneath an arched frame etched into a stone façade [fig. 
1.1]. Inside the volume, the image title denotes that the photograph was taken at the Original 
Providence Baptist Church, a local church located in Chicago’s predominantly Black West Side. 
Though one stands in front of the other, they present as a unified front—sturdy, composed, and 
watching. With them, cozy textures of herringbone and gabardine material, fur-lined gloves, 
blush red lipstick, shadowy beats of mascara, thin metal frames, and pops of bright yellow 
pronounce a cacophony of alluring surfaces intermingling with the image’s denser qualities. 
Strict demeanors and furled lips lead into two pairs of eyes—unyielding and trained directly 
forward. These are looks that project an unshakable solidity; the women are not statues, but 




statuesque. Poised before a low-relief niche in the background, material and postural composures 
display the figures with a sculptural profundity of human stillness.  
 The image, entitled Margaret and Marquetta Tisdell, Original Providence Baptist 
Church, is a striking introduction to the volume’s assemblage of Black multiform portraiture. 
Spanning a body of work produced over a twelve-year period, Here/Still/Now presents a series of 
figural and scenic photographic portraits centered around the elaborate textures of community 
life in two of Chicago’s poor Black sections: the West Side and Cabrini-Green.1 Images like the 
one on the cover emanate from the people and places making up the city’s Black urban 
communities, transforming the banalities of everyday life into gripping photographic treatments. 
As a series of portraits produced outside conventional studio spaces, Here/Still/Now exhibits 
D’Amato’s techniques in harnessing the ephemeral conditions of street- and documentary-style 
photography aesthetics to create vivid portrayals of Black urban subjects and places—subjects 
who might otherwise go unnoticed in the realms of contemporary high-art photography.2 With 
this collection of images—his second major published body of work3—D’Amato ventures 
photographically into immersive spaces of Black intimacy that are both individual and collective 
in nature.  
                                                 
1“The Outwin 2016 Finalist: Paul D’Amato,” Face-to-Face (blog), National Portrait Gallery, April 12, 2016, 
https://npg.si.edu/blog/outwin-2016-finalist-paul-damato. 
2D’Amato is, of course, not exceptional in this respect. For other examples of photographers that utilize street-
photography aesthetics to deliver portraits of Black urban subjects see especially the work Dawoud Bey, Roy 
deCaravara, and Gordon Parks. 
3For examples of D’Amato’s earlier published work see: Paul D’Amato, Barrio: Photographs from Chicago’s 
Pilsen and Little Village (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006); the photographs comprising Here/Still/Now 
are also published in the exhibition catalogue: Paul D’Amato, Gregory J. Harris, and Cleophus J. Lee, We Shall: 
Photographs (Chicago: DePaul Art Museum, 2013). 
 
 




In church settings [fig. 1.2]; backyards [fig. 1.3]; sidewalks [fig. 1.4]; or scenes within the 
home [fig. 1.5], portraits comprising Here/Still/Now find their place in the quiet moments of 
Black Chicagoans’ daily affairs—in displays of individual, familial, and communal attachment 
which run counter to other contemporary narratives constituting Chicago’s Black publics.4 The 
more quotidian aspects of this subject matter, however, do not detract from the volume’s 
ambitious visual and representational pursuits. Like its cover image, Black subjects in 
Here/Still/Now often appear with similar aesthetic sensibilities and individual fortitude as 
Margaret and Marquetta to imply the volume’s self-conscious affinities with traditional forms of 
artistic portraiture.5 In Kaka, for example, a young Black woman in complementary tones of pink 
clothing, jewelry, and hair color, stands in profile against a non-descript, studio-like background 
[fig. 1.5]. With her right arm extended diagonally across her body, Kaka turns her head into a 
beam of bright light cascading down her body which resembles the melodramas of lighted effect 
characterizing much of the history of Western painting. Once again, pursed lips and stolid 
expression reiterate an arresting stare directed firmly at the camera—a look which undoubtedly 
conveys a visceral awareness of portraiture’s behaviors of (self-)presentation. 
 Against a seeming backdrop of absence, here is Kaka—her Black feminine presence 
exuding stunning gestures of a firm and intrepid self-possession. Throughout, Black subjects in 
Here/Still/Now assume comparable embodiments of self echoing Kaka’s compelling form: in 
Wardell [fig. 1.6]; GeeGee [fig. 1.7]; Dantowne and Dasia (2012) [fig. 1.8]; Thin Man [fig. 1.9]; 
                                                 
4John D. Márquez, “The Black Mohicans: Representations of Everyday Violence in Postracial Urban America,” 
American Quarterly 64, no. 3 (2012): 625–51. 
5“The Outwin 2016 Finalist: Paul D’Amato,” Face-to-Face (blog).  




and Jamaica [fig. 1.10], for example, postures, expressions, and looks teem with an arresting 
autonomy of individual and collective Blackness. 
Images of this sort appear across the volume’s seventy-seven portraits, the bulk of which 
present visually sensuous depictions of Black individuals, pairs, or large groups in testament to 
the photographer’s collaborative engagements with his subjects—what he affectionately refers to 
in his process as a “kind of dance.”6 As a composite visual statement, Here/Still/Now puts forth a 
delicately considered—almost sentimental—perspective on contemporary Black life in 
Chicago’s Cabrini-Green and West Side neighborhoods, areas in which the effects of widespread 
socio-political marginalization are fervently integrated into the basic realities for much of its 
Black and poor residents.7 Indeed, the lived conditions of Chicago’s Black urban milieu inform 
part of the volume’s shifting suggestions of here—a term which can delineate locational, 
temporal, or experiential meanings, yet is left purposefully flexible by the volume’s varieties of 
here-ness: here, on the street; here, in the image; “here, I am.” 
With still, the dilemmas of meaning are no less resolved. Like here, still articulates with a 
multiplicity of experiences ranging from the corporeal—“I stand still”—to the temporal—“I am 
still here.” In the presence of Black portrait images, however, the multi-valent implications of 
                                                 
6Paul D’Amato, “Notes on the Images,” in Here, Still, Now (Heidelberg: Kehrer, 2016); for additional commentary 
on D’Amato’s collaborative process as a photographer, see: Dawoud Bey, “Crossing the Line: Picturing the Black 
Urban Subject,” in Here, Still, Now (Heidelberg: Kehrer, 2016). 
7Lawrence Vale, Purging the Poorest: Public Housing and the Design Politics of Twice-Cleared Communities, 
Historical Studies of Urban America (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 2013); Amanda Seligman, 
Block by Block: Neighborhoods and Public Policy on Chicago’s West Side (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2005); Ben Austen and Robert Philip Gordon, High-Risers: Cabrini-Green and the Fate of American Public 








still seem especially effective for translating the various operations of production, representation, 
and reception integrating photography. In one sense, still seems to be an obvious term for 
specifying the functional consequences of photographic image making: as reflected light travels 
through a lens and traces itself onto film, the resulting image represents a stilled moment in time 
as a product of the camera’s stilling technologies. Thus, the mechanical processes of 
photographic reproduction develop stillness as an aesthetic and perceptual feature of 
photographic imagery.8 
The multiple levels of still/stilling/stillness conveyed in and by images exemplify still’s 
significance within experiences of photographic representation. In examining the productive, 
aesthetic, and representational aspects of any number of photographic images, it is quite familiar 
that a viewer’s basic sense of an image is always—perhaps unconsciously—determined by its 
stagnation of a particular time in place—its stillness. The presentational modes of still relating an 
image to a viewer, however, are also linked to discrete mechanisms of still which can either 
precede, condition, or affect the means of photographic representation. In the case of 
Here/Still/Now, still underlays a litany of artistic, conceptual, and subjective techniques 
integrating the volume’s visual modalities; in just the few examples I’ve discussed thus far, still 
has emphasized a sense of serenity; the mechanical effects of photographic reproduction; the 
                                                 
8For more on photography’s mechanical and aesthetic deployments of stillness, see: Jonathan Friday, “Stillness 
Becoming: Reflections on Bazin, Barthes and Photographic Stillness,” in Stillness and Times: Photography and the 
Moving Image, ed. David Green and Joanna Lowry (Manchester: Photoforum/Photoworks, 2006), 39–54; Gilberto 
Perez, “Atget’s Stillness,” The Hudson Review 36, no. 2 (Summer 1983): 328–337; Carol Magee, “Experiencing 








bodily composure represented in a portrait; the perceptual encounters with photographic 
imagery; and even the interpretive ambiguities evoked in the title of a published photographic 
volume.  
Even so, the descriptive capacities of still are yet further implied by photography’s 
relations of interaction and documentation. In its temporal registers, still can delineate passages 
through time as historical, transitory, or affective states of un/transformation. In another sense, 
still encapsulates modes of gesture in the body which allow it to appear seemingly suspended or 
frozen against the flows of physical being. Between these two definitions, the paradoxes of still 
are momentarily revealed: to be still, one can move through time as an un/changing same or 
resist movement altogether. Turning on the connotative implications of still in these ways 
revolves Here/Still/Now’s invocations of still as not simply artistic meditations on photography’s 
visual means of display, but as a form of representational discourse engaging with the term’s 
manifold registers of experiential, performative, and conceptual significance. 
At the center of these shifting states of still, Black bodies, individuals, communities, and 
places transform the complexities of still into visual notions of personhood, agency, struggle, and 
resistance.9 Working with still’s expanded forms relationality, contemporary photographic 
portraits depicting Chicago’s Black communities do not merely provide opportunity to humanize 
or reflect on their lived experiences; rather, these images supply the grounds upon which Black 
urban subjects can define, refine, and defend an embodied and liberatory looking back on their 
own terms, and in the face of photography’s (mis)representational force. With Here/Still/Now, 
                                                 
9Harvey Young, Embodying Black Experience: Stillness, Critical Memory, and the Black Body (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2010). 
 




portraits of Black individualism and communal belonging demonstrate the crucial mechanisms 
engaging photography’s visual strategies of stillness as counteractive stances to contemporary 
and historical arrangements of Black inequality—what I refer to as a resistive and recuperative 
“Black photoliberation.” 
With the notion of Black photoliberation, I underscore the ways photographic 
technologies have been historically deployed as tools for representing Blackness in service of 
larger forms of Black social and political liberation. In the relatively short history of 
photography’s emergence as an artistic and cultural apparatus of representation, the role of 
photographic imagery within various forms of political and social knowledge production and 
societal practices of organization has established its vital importance to matters of identification, 
inscriptions of (in)visibility, and relations of power throughout the modern era.10 Thus, this thesis 
is interested in the liberatory possibilities imagined by and through photography—in the 
strategies and tactics of photographic (re)presentation that not only supply a certain image of 
Blackness but militate for its cultural integrity as a form of visual politics. At its core, this thesis 
questions how Here/Still/Now’s contemporary photographic imagery of poor Black communities 
in Chicago determines and is determined by the photoliberatory possibilities of Black 
representation within the languages of still. In doing so, it attempts to delineate both explicit and 
implicit formations of Black resistance in portrait photography’s portrayals, embodiments, and 
activations of still. In the process, I mobilize still as a critical lens through which to view the 
continuation of Black resistive power in the contemporary fields of visual culture, social politics, 
and Black theoretical discourse.  
                                                 
10For more on photography’s influential role in social and political life in modernity, see especially: John Tagg, The 
Burden of Representation: Essays on Photographies and Histories (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1993).  




Working with the categorical permutations of still, my argument advocates for a way of 
seeing and being with Blackness in photography that is unlimited by its most apparent forms of 
denigration and, instead, places value on its trans-historical and imaginative wills to survive. I 
argue that still can be used to describe both observable and concealed traits of resilience and 
determination appearing in the everyday lives of Black Chicagoans, but made legible, here, in 
Here/Still/Now’s captivating portraits. Exposing portraiture’s ability to visualize the crucial 
forms of individual and collective tenacity that sustain Black community life illuminates another 
register of Here/Still/Now’s photoliberatory enterprise. In the long history of racial difference in 
the United States, still recognizes a legacy of adversity that emboldens Black people as a 
profoundly resolute community of subjects working against a continuous trend of 
marginalization and dysfunction inherent to American social politics. 
I write this thesis in response to the increasing visibility of Chicago’s Black urban 
communities in an ongoing struggle against state violence, economic marginalization, housing 
segregation, and political disenfranchisement.11 In the many examples of negative or violent 
imagery depicting Black Chicagoans—what Christina Sharpe eloquently refers to as a 
“dysgraphia of disaster”12—this thesis invests instead in the autonomous forms of engagement 
negotiating Black subjects to their photographic representations as supported by the model of 
                                                 
11Rashad Shabazz, Spatializing Blackness: Architectures of Confinement and Black Masculinity in Chicago (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 2015). 
12Christina Sharpe, In the Wake: On Blackness and Being (Durham: Duke University Press, 2016), 21. I cite her 
discussion of the “orthography of the wake” and “dysgraphia of disaster” in full here: “I have turned to images, 
poetry, and literature that take up the wake as a way toward understanding how slavery’s continued unfolding is 
constitutive of the contemporary conditions of spatial, legal, psychic, and material dimensions of Black non/being as 
well as Black aesthetic and other modes of deformation and interruption. That set of work by Black artists, poets, 
writers, and thinkers is positioned against a set of quotidian catastrophic events and their reporting that together 
comprise what I am calling the orthography of the wake. The latter is a dysgraphia of disaster, and these disasters 
arrive by way of the rapid, deliberate, repetitive, and wide circulation on television and social media of Black social, 
material, and psychic death.” 
 




photoliberation.13 As such, I assess the humanity exposed in Here/Still/Now’s portraiture as 
merely a starting point for locating other aspects of Black subjects’ performative, resistive, and 
empowering gestures. Instead of focusing on—or even celebrating—a photographer’s ability to 
see humanity in their subjects, this thesis assumes Black subjectivity as a precondition of the 
photographic portrait which is reproduced in the image as an expressive feature of the 
photographed subject, such as the volume’s many captivating looks. 
The signature presence of looks in Here/Still/Now—in eyes directly trained at the camera 
which look at it, but also through it—functions as a fundamental leitmotif of Black expressive 
identity and thus establishes a network of visual and affective routes in which photoliberatory 
resistance is made legible in the faces of photographed Black bodies. In the exchange of looks—
first, between subject and photographer and, then, between a photographed subject and an 
untraceable set of viewers and spectators ad infinitum—the dynamisms of still climax with the 
penetrative force of a shared and uncanny recognition. I mark this tendency in most of 
Here/Still/Now’s portraits, but especially in images like Haircut, Cabrini Green [fig. 1.11] and 
Woman in Wheelchair, Rockwell Gardens [fig. 1.12] where subjects seem to look out with an 
expectancy and careful vulnerability unusual to typical comportments in portrait imagery. 
Through gazes, stares, and fixed eyes, the portraits develop an optics of subjective 
awareness constituted by—and not merely for—its Black subjects. I trace the sensations of 
Blackness as looking across other visual, theoretical, and literary texts which also deploy 
                                                 
13Jackie Spinner, “‘Another Day, Another Shooting’: Photographing Chicago’s Violence,” Columbia Journalism 








languages of still to convey precisely what D’Amato’s searing portraits accomplish in their many 
fixed gazes: the visceral forms of subjective resonance unleashed by a Black subject’s look as a 
trans-historical recognition with the other looks or gazing presences of Blackness that haunt the 
archives of American racism as defiant claims to individual and collective resistance.14 
 
Black Representation in the Model of Photoliberation 
 
To inform my study of still in the realms of photography, portraiture, and Blackness, I look to the 
work of other scholars who have similarly investigated the politics of Black liberation and 
subjugation within the histories of photographic representation. In his oft-cited study on the 
Agassiz slave daguerreotypes—an 1850 series of portrait-like images depicting frontal and 
profile views of seven, semi-nude enslaved Black individuals [fig. 1.11]—Brian Wallis argues 
that early photographic conceptions of Blackness instituted a system of racialized visuality which 
wrought an archive of photographic “types” distinctly opposed to the aesthetics of portraiture.15 
For Wallis, the enslaved Black bodies presented in the Agassiz series are framed by an 
objective—and objectifying—focus “which denies its subject even as it establishes overt 
relations between its mute subjects.”16 Thus, the Agassiz series’ composite image of Blackness is 
marked by a set of photographed and pre-photographic refusals inhibiting the subjective presence 
of the figures; in his own words: “the emphasis on the body occurs at the expense of speech; the 
                                                 
14Leigh Raiford, “Ida B. Wells and the Shadow Archive,” in Pictures and Progress: Early Photographers and the 
Making of African American Identity, ed. Maurice O. Wallace and Michelle Smith (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2012), 299–320; Allan Sekula, “The Body and the Archive,” October 39 (1986): 3–64, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/778312. 








subject is already positioned, known, owned, represented, spoken for, or constructed as silent; in 
short, it is ignored.” The relations of power, then, which negotiated Black bodies within the 
Agassiz series as photographed subjects/objects represent what Wallis terms photography’s 
“representational colonialism”—a visual and aesthetic extension of racialized power structures 
which seek to limit the autonomy of Black individuals as photographed and social civilians.17 
Wallis’ take on the Agassiz daguerreotypes highlight paradigms of objectivity and 
deformity imbricating critical discourses on Black representation in photography. His notion of 
speechlessness—“the emphasis on the body occurs at the expense of speech”—characterizes an 
interpretive framework in which the imaged Black body’s claims to self-possession are 
automatically denied by the socio-historical contexts of its photographic reproduction: because 
the Agassiz figures are enslaved first, their ability to express individuality visually through 
manners of posture, looking, or self-presentation are inevitably circumscribed by the power 
dynamics present both inside and outside the visual frame.  
What, however, becomes possible when interpretations of Blackness in photography are 
re-explored through the model of photoliberation? How can analyses of images about Blackness 
locate autonomies of Black humanness within photography’s traditional frames of paralysis? In 
more explicit terms, instead of viewing the striking frontality of an Agassiz photograph as solely 
indicative of the Black body’s forced placement in front of the camera, how might a fixed gaze, 
stern expression, or gently positioned posture outline a set of practices with still as an 
autonomous reclamation of one’s presence before the camera? In another sense, how can still 
illuminate conceptions of Blackness which are outside the body, yet similarly assert resistive 
embodiments of Black photoliberation? In sum I ask: how can a photoliberatory perspective on 
                                                 
17Ibid.  




still resituate the expressive and representational qualities of Black portraiture within a regime of 
Black resistive empowerment that is independent of photography’s other regimes of control?  
In the series of questions I pose above, I work towards a framework for analyzing 
photography which responds to concealed dimensions of Black photographic representation. 
Specifically, I am interested in the complex ways both subjects and viewers of photography 
contribute to the available meanings circulating an image without deferring to a photograph’s 
assumed intentions. The distinction here is about looking at photographs in terms of how they are 
received and re-interpreted through a variety of cultural, political, and perceptual registers which 
are not solely determined by the work of the photographer or the power relations which gave 
cause to the photograph in the first place.18  
I advocate for these forms of interpretation because dominant art historical approaches to 
photography have tended to focus on matters of authorship—who, in particular, organizes and 
produces an image and how an artist’s intentions condition our receptions of a photograph.19 In 
the case of this study, I choose instead to focus on the labor of still that Black subjects bring to 
bear in the creation of a photograph—indeed, how Here/Still/Now’s portraits of Blackness as still 
reveal performative enactments of selfhood and embodiment that contradict a fatalistic 
                                                 
18I echo here Ariella Azoulay’s discussion of the “encounter between those present in the situation of photography” 
in which she argues: “The photograph is a platform upon which traces from the encounter between those present in 
the situation of photography are inscribed, whether the participants are present by choice, through force, knowingly, 
indifferently, as a result of being overlook or as a consequence of deceit. Many of these traces are neither planned 
nor are they the result of an act of will. That which is seen, the referent of the photograph in other words, is never a 
given but needs to be constituted to precisely the same degree as the interpretations that have become attached to it. 
Even when these traces express cultural and social hierarchies that organize the power relations between 
photographer, camera, and photographed person, they never simply echo such relations nor do the necessarily 
reflect the point of view of the most powerful figure present in the arena at the time the photograph was captured. 
This characteristic differentiates the photograph from all other forms of documentation that we know, and renders it 
a powerful and suggestive source for understanding the political existence of human beings, as well as for 
investigating their history.” Ariella Azoulay, Civil Imagination: A Political Ontology of Photography, trans. Louise 
Bethlehem, English-language (London; New York: Verso, 2012) 25-26 (emphasis added). 
19Ibid., 11-13. 




estimation of Black representational autonomy. Restricting my analysis to questions about 
D’Amato’s photographic vision—and thus prioritizing his perspective as the dominant point of 
interest—risks overlooking a network of collaborations between the photographer and his 
subjects constituting the volume’s photoliberatory presentations. Likewise, considerations which 
exclusively focus on a photographer’s artistic authorship may incidentally perpetuate a division 
of power between a photographer and his subject(s) which preferences the photographer’s artistic 
and ideological concerns over those with whom he engages—concerns which, as the historical 
record shows, are susceptible to the kinds of disparaging and violent disavowals waged against 
Blackness since photography was first introduced to the visual and social fields of culture.  
Instead, art historical assessments of Black representation in photography must consider 
how subjects engage with photography’s many stages of production—in the moments before, 
during, and after a photograph is taken.20 This line of thinking opens up a set of questions about 
how Black subjects—whether in the nineteenth century or today—participate in photography’s 
reproductive qualities as equal contributors with whomever stands behind the camera. It gestures 
to seeing embodiments of still that Black portrait subjects perform to display individuality 
through modes of posture, form of dress, and ways of looking. Photographic portraits are not 
merely instances of a photographer authorizing the likeness of an individual; instead, they 
require a subject who is at least aware of the camera’s presence, if not the demands it places on a 
subject to present themselves accordingly.21 Especially in the realm of Black representation, the 
qualities of this engagement from the perspective of the subject breaks with conventional 
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discourses about photography which have championed the work of photographers in lieu of 
photography’s many synergies. Advancing such notions about photography’s multiple operators 
recuperates a sense of how Black subjects, in particular, exercise photoliberatory autonomy 
through portraiture’s manifold integrations of still. 
The term “photoliberation” is more regularly found in biochemical discourse to describe 
the process by which a compound is liberated or released by the action of light.22 Based on this 
definition, however, photoliberation seems astutely geared towards the mechanical processes that 
define photography—light is engaged as an activating force through technologies of lenses and 
film to create and thus release an image as a photographic document. In a more expanded sense, 
photoliberation may also describe how subjects—like those featured in Here/Still/Now—harness 
photography’s stylistic and mechanical means of reproduction to project self-authorized re-
presentations of Black self and identity.  
In my research, I find no specific examples of photoliberation being used by scholars 
working in the fields of art history, cultural studies, visual culture, or literary theory, but traces of 
the photoliberation model already exist in the literature. In an edited volume on early 
photographic histories and African American identity, Maurice O. Wallace and Shawn Michelle 
Smith discuss at length how the representational advancements ushered in by photography’s 
earliest adopters created new realms of identity (re)construction for Black Americans in the pre- 
and post-antebellum eras. As photographic imagery in the form of daguerreotypes, tintypes, and 
other reproducible materials filtered into the visual landscapes of the Western world, nineteenth-
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century Black American intellectuals, social activists, and authors understood well the liberating 
possibilities afforded by photography’s technological and social impact.  
Referring to these individuals as “practitioners of photography” even if they did not 
themselves produce photographs, Wallace and Smith draw attention to how notable Black 
American figures such as Frederick Douglass, Ida B. Wells, and W.E.B. DuBois leveraged 
photography—and portraits specifically—as a visual tactic for transforming Black socio-cultural 
identities before and after Emancipation [fig. 1.12].23 Where “photography shifted the very 
ground upon which the production and circulation of knowledges, scientific and philosophical, 
had set only a half century earlier,” Black social and political activists took advantage of 
photography’s evidentiary and naturalizing effects to strategically reshape the face of Black 
people as equal participants in American social and political life.24 Photography, then, was 
crucial in resetting notions about race that had perpetuated a violent history of subjugation and 
human slavery; in photographic portraits, African Americans could reclaim the visual parameters 
of their identity and “create new spaces for self and community.”25  
Wallace and Smith do well to remind their readers that since its introduction, 
photography played a central role across the racial divide in fashioning American identities. In 
its wake, Americans in the nineteenth-century were conditioned to focus more closely on the 
visual qualities of their identities, how it could be presented, and what meanings could be 
attached to its circulation; indeed, they were beginning to develop “a modern way of seeing.”26 
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Through these new forms of seeing—and looking—Americans began to reimagine themselves as 
political and social subjects and utilized photomechanical technologies to create new dimensions 
of visual performance inflecting other categories of social order, including racial and class 
difference. The critical importance claimed by early forms of photography, then, gives greater 
significance to how Black Americans were able to respond to and engage with its visual, 
material, and cultural imports as a strategy “not only as a means of self-representation but also as 
a political tool with which to claim a place in public and private spheres circumscribed by race 
and racialized sight lines.”27  
Leigh Raiford has similarly described a tradition of photoliberation in her reviews of anti-
lynching, Civil Rights-era, and Black Power activism. As part of their politics of resistance, 
Blacks activists in the twentieth-century also looked to photography as a particularly potent 
visual medium testifying to the lived atrocities of social and political violence enacted upon 
Black communities. Arming themselves with photography’s “luminous glare” of evidential and 
depictive “truths,” key activists like Ida B. Wells and Black political organizations such as the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and the Black Panther Party (BPP) joined their resistive 
political projects with a sense of photography as “a democratic and versatile medium through 
                                                 








which to engage in the fraught politics of black representation, address a range of constituencies, 
and give a visual shape to courageous movements for social justice.”28  
Raiford and Wallace and Smith contribute to a historiographic picture of how Black 
Americans’ uses of and representations within photography relate to—if not, define—a concept 
of photoliberation. From Frederick Douglass’ impassioned endorsements of portraiture as 
“catalysts for social change,” 29 to Ida B. Wells’ occasioning of lynching photographs as visual 
testaments to the “antidemocratic barbarism”30 plaguing the Black experience, photography in 
the photoliberatory mode has made it possible for Black people to “repair, to redress, to mourn, 
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Black Redaction in the Event of Photography 
 
The conceptual frameworks for tracing still as an enactment of photoliberation draw on the work 
of scholars like Raiford and Wallace and Smith to make clear the range of tactical, creative, 
ideological, and political operations marshalled by Black photoliberatory projects since the 
beginnings of photographic representation. Across this spectrum of photographic strategies, 
Black portraiture’s representational politics have been mobilized at different points in the 
staging, production, and circulation of photographic imagery. The opportunity for devising 
photoliberatory action, then, is not limited to scenarios of Black subjects orchestrating their own 
representations. In the case of Ida B. Wells’ antilynching movement, for example, preexisting 
representations of the lynched Black body can be redeployed as part of a resistive Black 
photoliberation.32 Thus, matters of photoliberation are not confined to the origins of an image but 
rather expand, adapt, and reform in the unending contexts of representation which make 
available images of Black bodies, people, communities, and places.  
The photoliberatory imaginary I’m attempting to outline here borrows from recent 
theoretical approaches to photography signaled by scholars Ariella Azoulay and Christina 
Sharpe. Though each operates at the intersection of distinct intellectual traditions—Azoulay at 
the intersections of political philosophy, visual culture, and the Israeli-Palestinian struggle; 
Sharpe at the intersections of visual culture, Black representation, and diasporic theories of 
slavery—both use photography as a crucial lens for delineating systems of power they work to 
interrogate.33 I return to Azoulay and Sharpe throughout this thesis as key interlocuters guiding 
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my analysis of Here/Still/Now. For now, however, I want to briefly focus on two conceptual 
models which have been integral to my thinking through the issues of Black representation as 
they are presented in Here/Still/Now: (1) Azoulay’s concept of the “event of photography” and 
(2) Sharpe’s concept of “Black annotation, Black redaction.” 
In her extensive examination of photography’s core components, Azoulay suggests that 
“photography is an event.” Though influential discourses in photography from primarily 
twentieth-century French philosophers attempted to describe photography as “a kind of 
interruption of, or deviation from existing flows, which brings something new into being,” 
Azoulay pivots our focus instead towards photography’s “infinite series of encounters.”34 
Between the initial presence of subject before a camera and the resulting photographic image, the 
“eventness” of photography corresponds to a multiplicity of “unfoldings” occurring across many 
locational and temporal zones. From the time a photograph is first taken to its circulation in the 
larger cultural field, the political meanings that become attached to the image are infinitely 
reconfigured by whom or what engages with its “constituent events.”35 Where photographic 
imagery has been historically received as an articulation of a singularly determined point of 
view—whether it be an artist’s unique perspective or, in more severe cases, as part of hegemonic 
practices of domination—Azoulay asserts that the event of photography devises an “inalienable 
point of view…that nobody can identify with, embody, merge with, or become its ally.”36 It 
follows, then, that the representational capacities of photography “cannot be assimilated neither 
                                                 








to ownership or domination” and instead persist in a democratized field of reception which 
escapes a final, authoritative control.37  
Under these terms, Azoulay’s formulation of the event of photography proposes a theory 
of photography which reintegrates photography’s diverse positions of engagement into a 
constantly shifting framework of reception, signification, and activation. The event of 
photography distributes the act of photography across a limitless and spatialized realm of 
engagement wherein a portrait photograph located in a volume like Here/Still/Now becomes 
irresolvably accessible to changing political and ethical ends. I associate concepts of still with 
the portraits featured in Here/Still/Now as part of the volume’s “eventness” in photoliberation—
that is, as part of the manifold unfoldings which correspond to its pre-photographic, 
photographed, and post-photographic politics. The dimensions of the event of photography 
instructing my methodological approach are paired with Sharpe’s notion of “Black annotation, 
Black redaction” to more closely identify the possibilities of re-reading photographs when 
viewing images of Black life in our contemporary era. 
In her formulation of “the orthography of the wake”—a conceptual model which 
considers the literary, visual, cinematic, and quotidian representations of Black life—Sharpe 
vigorously identifies the concealed traces of trauma and power which persist through Blackness 
in the aftermaths of American slavery. With the terms “annotation” and “redaction,” Sharpe 
specifically outlines a set of reading practices—what she refers to as “wake work”38—which 
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respond to the regular circulation of debilitated, maimed, or traumatized39 Black imagery through 
“ways we inhabit it, are inhabited by it, and refuse it.”40 Her goal—as with this thesis—is to 
“think about what these images call forth…[and] to think through what they call on us to do, 
think, feel in the wake of slavery—which is to say, in an ongoing present of [Black] subjection 
and resistance.”41 Like Azoulay, Sharpe is also invested in the political relations initiated by 
photography, though she focuses specifically on Blackness as a historical and visual subject 
which has been continuously sacrificed in the wake of slavery.  
Importantly, Sharpe’s conceptions of Black annotation and redaction are not interested in 
promoting the types of image-based analysis which seek to elicit a humanizing and sympathetic 
response to Blackness in its various states of crisis—imagery that one might easily assume in 
Here/Still/Now within the context of contemporary Chicago’s assortment of urban and civil 
crises.42 Such images, she claims, “work to confirm the status, location, and already held 
opinions within dominant ideology about those exhibitions of spectacular Black bodies whose 
meanings then remain unchanged.”43 Following the theoretical contributions made by Saidiya 
Hartman, Sharpe asserts: “the repetition of visual, discursive, state, and other quotidian and 
extraordinary cruel and unusual violences enacted on Black people does not lead to a cessation 
of violence, nor does it, across or within communities, lead primarily to sympathy or something 
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like empathy.”44 Against these conditions of recirculating Black trauma, Black annotation and 
redaction supply an interpretive practice which looks beyond what is finally captured in the 
photographic frame to re-see forms of Black visual resistance—what I describe in this study as 
photoliberation. To demonstrate these practices, Sharpe performs her own redaction of two 
Agassiz slave daguerreotypes, redacting everything but the eyes of the figures to dial into their 
powerful resonance of resistance [fig. 1.13]: 
I redact the images to focus their individual and collective looks out and past the white 
people who claimed power over them and the instrument by which they are being further 
subjected in ways they could never have imagined or anticipated. I want to see their looks 
out and past and across time. In my look at them, I register in their eyes an “I” and a “we” 
that is and are holding something in, holding on, and held, still.45 
  
 Sharpe’s redactions bring us back to the Agassiz daguerreotypes, but we have critically 
departed from Wallis’s earlier takes. Instead, her reading of the photographs discover humanity 
in spite of its disfigurement. Here, Delia and Drana—like Margaret and Marquetta [fig. 1.1]—re-
appear in the forefront as refusals to fully submit to the camera’s objectifying aims. In looks 
trained directly at the camera’s lens, Sharpe finds a gateway to Black portrait embodiments 
which are undeniably resistive and thus liberate Blackness as a photographic subject. I mark this 
type of reading as a practice in photoliberation which, as commentators on photography, both 
Sharpe and I mobilize in pursuit of photography’s representational holds on Blackness. Engaging 
photoliberation, however, is not limited to the analytical insights of the scholar; indeed, to 
expand on the capacities of the photoliberatory model, I propose that the correspondence 
between subjects, photographer, and viewers as constituent operators in the event of photography 
allow us to view photoliberation within many acts of Black photographic representation. 
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Locating Here, Still, and Now 
 
In the chapters that follow, I propose a focused analysis of Here/Still/Now in relation to 
concepts of blackness, portraiture, and photoliberation. To this end, I adopt the volume’s 
tripartite titular and organizational structure as a useful framework for situating the complexities 
of Black representation within shifting notions of here, still, and now.  
In this introduction, here designates the theoretical, methodological, and conceptual 
locations of the thesis and establishes a working model of photoliberation which will guide my 
analysis throughout. For the main body chapters, I employ distinct significations of the term still 
to outline the thematic categories which inform Here/Still/Now’s photoliberatory status. In 
chapter two, I focus on still in relation to the photographed body to describe how Black subjects 
in Here/Still/Now perform still/ness as a photoliberatory technique of autonomous embodiment.46 
In chapter three, I redeploy still as concept of un/changing transformation to signal traits of 
persistence, endurance, and survival embedding material structures of Blackness. Across these 
two concepts of still, I focus separately on portraits of people and portraits of structures to 
highlight the volume’s range of portrait subjects. In my conclusion, I turn to images where 
expressed tensions between humans and their surroundings develop ways to imagine how now 
mobilizes calls to action for processes of photoliberation both inside and outside the 
photographic frame.  
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Chapter 2: STILL/NOW 
 
Still: Motionless; not moving from one place, stationary; also, remaining in the same position or 
attitude, quiescent. 
 
- OED Online 
Having little access to the culture of property, to the culture of naming, or to patriarchal wealth, 
the mythically rendered black body…was scripted by dominant paradigms to have “no 
movement in a field of signification.” Born out of diasporic plight and subject to pornotroping, 
this body has countenanced a “powerful stillness.” 
 
- Daphne Brooks, Bodies in Dissent: Spectacular Performances of Race and Freedom, 1850-
1910  
 
Black Portraiture and the Aesthetics of Still/ness 
  
Let us return to Margaret and Marquetta for a moment [fig. 1.1]. In their statuesque poses, the 
two women who grace the cover of Here/Still/Now remind us that one of the essential qualities of 
a photograph is its still/ness; that is, it’s ability to capture and present an image as a stationary 
representation of a past moment in time. The “photographed event”47—that which is finally 
imaged in the photograph—paralyzes motion, even at the most imperceptible levels, and 
preserves it within the freezing dimensions of the picture frame. The still/ness produced by the 
image—or rather, within it—is reinforced by Margaret and Marquetta’s already stilled poses. As 
they present themselves to the camera, Margaret and Marquetta clearly position themselves as 
unmoving and unmovable figures. Aware of the camera’s fixing properties, the women engage 
still/ness as a form of bodily comportment, evoking conventional styles of bourgeois propriety 
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and stateliness that have defined histories of portraiture in the Western tradition.48 First 
positioning and then holding their bodies in postural gestures to portraiture’s aesthetic 
conferment of personhood and status, Margaret and Marquetta model still/ness as a technique of 
Black self-fashioning which declares: “Here we are.”  
 Based on these intermingled processes of still and stilling incorporating the photograph’s 
visual still/ness, it’s no wonder that Margaret and Marquetta Tisdell, Original Providence 
Baptist Church is the first photograph featured in the volume’s “Still” section. Whether or not 
D’Amato himself was thinking about the multiple registers of still embedding Margaret and 
Marquetta’s portrait, the image is nonetheless well-suited to introduce the volume’s second act of 
portraits as well as this chapter’s first look into how still both conceals and discloses material, 
perceptual, and representational qualities determining Here/Still/Now’s photoliberatory practices. 
In this chapter, I turn to still in similar terms to how I’ve read Margaret and Marquetta’s striking 
portrait: first, how subjects arrange their bodies—or, as well, how their bodies are arranged—to 
invoke the appearance of an unmoving figure in a naturalized portrait aesthetic informed by 
photography’s histories of production; and, secondly, how the event of photography articulates 
processes of negotiation between racialized subjects and the camera which can express indelible 
claims to empowerment both within and outside the limits of the photographic frame.  
When viewed together, these aspects of still highlight the dimensions of photoliberation 
which I read as part of Here/Still/Now’s overall visual program. By focusing on how subject’s 
themselves enact still as a condition of portrait photography, the possibilities for seeing a 
photograph within the photoliberatory framework are critically re-opened. Indeed, in this dual 
sense of still, the portraits building Here/Still/Now can be reviewed as testaments to an active and 
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participatory co-production that incorporates the artistic work of the photographer alongside 
subjects’ laboring over their presence in front of the camera. With an image like GeeGee [fig. 
1.7], for example, a young Black girl’s captivating presence is achieved photographically on the 
basis of her seemingly effortless and dynamically positioned posture which she strikes to balance 
herself against a wall leading into a staircase. With a stern and captivating look—dramatically 
highlighted by the image’s use of natural light—GeeGee stills her face in pursed lips as she 
stares at the camera. It is unclear from the image whether she ascends or descends the staircase; 
instead, the still/ness GeeGee engages between these two different levels—finding the balance to 
hold oneself still in a state of instability, and to do so with the surety and determination made 
legible in her face—gives one a sense of GeeGee as GeeGee, and not as some random little 
Black girl. From this angle, the practice of photoliberation is maintained by a subject’s own 
techniques of self-presentation—how they choose to model, perform, and ready themselves for 
the camera. Such practices dispel notions of photography’s inherently objectifying field of 
vision—especially as its been directed Black subjects—and realigns the potentially liberatory 
means of photography with Black subjects who are “practitioners of photography” even if they 
do not themselves snap a photograph. 
Perhaps it seems overly commonsensical, or even unnecessary, to note that a photograph 
is still or that it stills subjects and objects within the picture frame. To some extent, it is rather 
ordinary to observe that: when viewers encounter a photograph, they are looking at a pictorial 
reflection of a moment in time, frozen by the mechanical functions of a camera. In other words, 
photographic portraits show something or someone stilled in place. And yet, as photographs 
continue to claim a highly visible status in everyday visual culture, viewers often take for granted 
the still/ness that photographs present ad nauseum. Instead, as conditioned consumers of 




photographic imagery on a near regular basis, our general sense of photography tends to focus on 
who or what is being depicted, what formal qualities define an image’s presentation, and to what 
extent an image presents a viable or corrupted representation of its subject. Missing from these 
observations are the profound—or, rather, profoundly banal—effects of still/ness that structure 
the most basic aspects of how photography works and, in turn, how we read an image. 
I draw attention to these often-overlooked features of how photographs are both created 
and consumed to demonstrate further how still/ness plays a role in photography’s various modes 
of production. In the early decades of the nineteenth century at the inception of photography, 
still/ness indexed not only the mechanical techniques of photography noted above, but also the 
behavioral tendencies of self-presentation necessitated by photography’s then tedious and 
complicated means of exposure. As John Tagg has noted, the desire for portraits amongst 
nineteenth-century audiences, especially its burgeoning middle classes, was encumbered by long 
and uncomfortable sittings in front of the camera where figures’ heads were often stabilized by a 
clamp and “the necessity of keeping still invariably resulted in rigid expressions.”49 Thus, in 
order to generate the best technical portrait, subjects in early photography understood well the 
importance of keeping their bodies still while the camera performed its distinct processes of 
stilling. The innumerable expressions of stolid and clenched faces found in the archive of 
daguerreotypes and other portraits of early photography, then, testify to yet another dimension of 
photography’s still/ness; that is, the performative and physical practices which disciplined (or 
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where disciplined by) portrait subjects to conform to the photograph’s production of still 
imagery.50  
Black Embodiments in Still/ness 
 
Like their nineteenth-century predecessors, subjects in Here/Still/Now also show themselves in 
staid expressions and often in postures that clearly demonstrate a calculated and conscious effort 
to still one’s body in front of the camera. As viewers open the book they are transitioned from 
Margaret and Marquetta’s regal elegance on the cover to the quiet sentimentality of a young 
Black woman looking in a downward gaze as a burst of bright sunlight cascades over her face 
[fig. 2.1]. In order to find the photograph’s title, viewers are made to turn to the following page 
where a nearly-identical portrait of the young woman—this time with her gaze directly meeting 
the camera’s lens—reveals that the two portraits function together as a diptych entitled Tashma 
[fig. 2.2]. In these portraits, Tashma sits almost impossibly on the bottom riser of a hidden 
staircase. With her back resting against one side of the staircase’s angular bannister, Tashma 
turns her body away from the camera, resting her hands purposefully on tattered-denim legs 
which bend to anchor her backward-leaning and seemingly precarious pose. The double portraits, 
however, do not signal danger, but sturdiness; as Tashma nestles within the tight space between 
the staircase and the wall, she holds herself in a dynamic pose of suspended awareness 
resembling the formal conventions constituting the mega-archive of portrait visuality; one need 
only think of Vermeer’s iconic portrait of The Girl with a Pearl Earring [fig. 2.3a] or, in a more 
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recent case, Awol Erizku’s contemporary adaption of Vermeer’s classic work in Girl with a 
Bamboo Earring [fig. 2.3b]. 
The remarkable traits of physical posture depicted in these portraits reflect well the 
activity of arranging one’s body and then stilling one’s self in anticipation of the photograph’s 
stilling field of vision. As photographed subject, Tashma’s evocative stances in the stairwell 
indicate a disciplined practice of stilling one’s self to express agency within the camera’s 
freezing frames of representation. Though the diptych narrates movement between Tashma’s 
initial glance downward into an arresting look trained directly at the camera—and thus us, as 
viewers—the figural beauty expressed by these portraits points to the concealed forms of still or 
stilling which furnish Tashma’s bodily and emotional displays of subjective interiority. Instead 
of simply existing as a subject (or object) of visual consumption—stilled by the photograph in 
order to entertain an unending stream of potentially objectifying spectators—Tashma holds 
herself still in an exercise of self-possessed and self-authorized control. Indeed, as she readies 
herself for the photographed event, the hidden forms of self-control staging her body 
communicate a photoliberatory practice of embodiment which exceeds the stilling action of the 
camera to channel an image of interiorized strength and self-awareness.  
In thinking through these aspects of photographic still/ness as expressions of a subject’s 
agency and autonomy as opposed to their containment and total seizure by the camera, I align 
myself with a reading of portraiture that Tina Campt has developed in order to respond to the 
forms of still/ness she encountered when reviewing images of Black subjects in early twentieth-
century German family albums. Though the bulk of her archival research responds to other facets 




of photographic representation,51 Campt turns to portrait photography’s often unacknowledged 
still/ness to reconsider the lives of Black diasporic subjects and communities outside of the 
binaries of movement and immobility and into a conception of stasis.52 With this term, Campt 
reinterprets the “embodied tensions” of still/ness envisioned in portraits like Tashma as “forms 
of stasis that are neither stagnant or motionless”; instead, the visual cues of frozen embodiment 
reflect “an effortful equilibrium achieved through a labored balancing of opposing forces and 
flows.”53 Though portrait images themselves can be rightfully read as exhibitions of still/ness, 
Campt proposes that the display of embodied subjectivity in portraiture compels us “to see 
stasis…as a form of motion held in tension and suspension.”54 To witness still/ness in 
photographic portraits, then, is to observe intentional forms of presentation authorized by the 
subject’s own sense of bodily autonomy and not simply a product of the camera (or 
photographer’s) presumed powers of stilling. It follows, then, that a portrait subject’s ability to 
still themselves serves as a precondition to the photograph’s visible still/ness: bodies are 
independently arranged, ordered, and settled into place before the camera lens as a preparatory 
process occasioning the photograph’s final expression of still/ness.  
Here/Still/Now makes these performances of still/ness visible in portraits like Kaka [fig. 
1.5] or Wardell [fig. 1.5], where delicately posed Black bodies establish the images’ central 
visual interest. What precedes these images, of course, are Kaka and Wardell’s self-conscious 
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awareness of their bodies—in the pre-photographic alignments, positions, and transformations 
which condition their bodies as visually expressive elements. In her review of a series of portraits 
unearthed from the Ngando family archive—a family of mixed Cameroonian and German 
descent that lived in Hanover during the first and second decades of the twentieth century—
Campt suggests that the subjects presented in these photographs are not simply stilled by the 
image, but rather perform stillness. Traditional portraits of the Ngando family [fig. 2.4] resonate 
with Here/Still/Now’s similarly composed portraits of Black family units who interact with the 
camera as a collective testament to their familial bonds [fig. 2.5]. Though, in both cases, archival 
and photographic narratives provide little insight in the family’s collectively lived experiences,55 
the two images present an integrated portrait of Black familial structures who confront the 
vulnerabilities of their representation with a sense of pride and authority. Together, the defiant 
attitudes of familial belonging I read across both portraits articulate from the images’ 
interlocking registers of still/ness which balance individual and collective enactments of stasis 
against what is visually in/stilled by the photograph.  
In “what appears to be motionless,” Campt argues “is, in fact, tense and effortful 
placement.”56 The subjects of portrait photographs, then, are not merely frozen reproductions 
described by the camera lens but active participants in stilling one’s self against physical motion. 
With every smile, look, or distinct posture, subjects demonstrate techniques in bodily stilling for 
the purposes of creating a coherent photographic image. This process necessarily extends to 
other forms of portraiture; undoubtedly, subjects have had to hold their positions in specific ways 
so that painters, sculptors, and other visual artists can properly design their compositions with the 
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utmost accuracy. Yet understandings of photography, unlike most other visual media, have 
obscured these processes of anticipatory still/ness in preference of an image’s pictorial display of 
a mechanically-produced still/ness. Understood differently, a portrait photograph’s still/ness is 
indexical to a priori instances of “embodied tension,” a suspension of bodily movement, which 
Campt argues creates the appearance of stillness but “never attains the complete cessation of 
movement” that is visually produced in the final image.57 Thus, a portrait subject’s still/ness is 
divided between the “performance of stillness” which occurs prior to the photograph and the 
still/ness which is read in the photograph itself. 
 In the former, Campt’s re-conceptualization of stillness as stasis recognizes forms of 
agency, self-discipline, and labor maintained by subjects outside of the limiting frameworks 
necessitated by the photographic image. Invested in the diasporic implications of her selected 
images, Campt’s theorization of stasis in portrait photography extends these performances of 
physical motionlessness to notions of placement. In her own words, the “quiet interiorit[ies]” 
claimed by portrait subjects “seems all about being in place; about effortfully and purposely 
being, stating, and maintaining themselves right here, in the particular place.”58 Here, still/ness is 
imagined not only as a phenomenon of either physically fixing one’s self or, alternatively, 
existing as a frozen representation in a photograph, but as strategy for locating one’s self firmly 
within a specific place.  
In Here/Still/Now’s photographic visions of contemporary Chicago, portraits of Black 
subjects insert additional examples within the archive of still/ness that Campt’s analysis 
creatively reimagines. Drawing on Campt’s descriptions of stillness and stasis, I similarly 
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propose that portraits in Here/Still/Now show subjects who participate in willful “performances 
of stillness” as a means of establishing themselves as self-fashioning subjects within the 
placements of the photograph, as well as in the place-ness of their communities which face 
constant threats of disintegration and destruction in excess of the volume’s stilling framework. 
As evidence, I note claims to placement and to place in Red Sunday (l. to r.: Carolyn, 
Gladys, unknown, Lida), New Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church (2005) [fig. 2.6]. In the 
background, blurred traces of windows, steps, and doors leading to the entrance of a church 
reminds us that the four women still themselves in a setting which confirms practices of 
fellowship and communal belonging that are so often evacuated in depictions of Black 
contemporary life. With his choice of title, D’Amato helps to reassert these locations as lasting 
institutions within Chicago’s Black communities; as imaged here, these institutions not only 
serve as spaces of religious and cultural celebration, but also as complementary backdrops to the 
compelling forms of humanity expressed in the group portrait. In still/ness, the women root 
themselves in place—as in the photograph’s field of vision—as well as to a place—as in the 
specific context of their local church, which indexes here the larger networks of community 
defining Black life in present-day Chicago. Though fixed within the photograph’s frame, the 
women’s unmoving resonances must be read as a practice of still/ness which dwells in the 
specificities of their local communities as neither inert or regressive microcosms, but vital homes 
of a Black spirit.  
Emplaced in their still/ness, Black subjects of Here/Still/Now like the four women in Red 
Sunday do not simply confirm the “performance of stillness” as a condition of portraiture, but 
they also engage in acts of resistance which Campt re-defines as “everyday acts of refusal”:  




refusal to capitulate to the status of outsider, refusal to be made invisible—refusals that 
engage the photograph as a site of memory and self-fashioning, and a quiet but resonant 
enunciation of personhood and subjectivity in the face of racialized negation.59  
 
In her analysis, Campt sees refusal in the Ngando family’s “photographic and diasporic 
stasis” which together delineate “practices of diasporic dwelling” in opposition to “forms of 
existence that have historically negated the lived experience of blackness as either pathological, 
outside, or exceptional to the multivalent logics of white supremacy.”60 Though she responds to 
“forms of existence” structuring an early twentieth-century diasporic experience in post-WWI 
Germany, Campt’s contextual description of refusal dovetails with realities in present-day 
Chicago wherein Black subjects continue to assert themselves against systemic states of anti-
Black racism.  
Campt’s insightful re-imagining of still/ness in portrait photography follows from the 
theoretically-rigorous writings on black power by literary scholar Darieck Scott. In his 
reformulation of Frantz Fanon’s influential description of the “native’s muscles [which] are 
always tensed…ready at a moment’s notice to exchange the role of the quarry for that of the 
hunter,”61 Scott proposes that the muscular tension evidenced by Fanon’s account—which 
Campt then applies to photography—represents the “paradoxical power of the black body in 
subjection.”62 Though it is often necessary to examine the various historical procedures of racial 
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subjugation that have framed the Black experience over time, Scott’s text reads the expressed 
tensions of lived suppression as subtle articulations of resistance—what Campt refers to as 
“everyday acts of refusal”—which allow Black subjects to develop and perpetuate a set of 
embodied and metaphorical practices which “undermine or act against racist domination.”63  
 Both Scott and Campt’s readings of still/ness gesture to forms of Black empowerment 
which are legible in Here/Still/Now’s photoliberatory portrayals of contemporary Black 
subjectivity. Looking again at Red Sunday, the four women, all clad in similar tones of red, pose 
before the steps of their local church and look intently at the camera in front of them [fig. 2.6]. 
Though their matching outfits of bright red—accentuated by dazzling elements of jewelry and 
floral corsage—pronounce their presence with dramatic effect, their facial expressions suggest an 
apprehensive attitude toward D’Amato’s camera. With both straightforward and turned postures, 
they note the camera’s invitation to image and ready themselves in anticipation—hands clasp at 
the waist, arms fall straight down, lips purse, and eyes focus directly ahead. The final strikes of 
pose signal the labored acts of still/ness composed by the women; in the resulting photograph, 
performative and mechanical techniques of still culminate into a state of “equilibrium…[which 
balances] opposing forces and flows.” Similar to Campt’s diasporic reading, I mark these “forces 
and flows” between the social, historical, political, and visual tensions at the intersection of 
Black representation, the event of photography, and the socio-political context of Blackness in 
contemporary Chicago. 
Through their discreet maintenance of posture, form, and self-presentation, the women in 
Red Sunday claim themselves within an embodied form of Black power that tenses under the 
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pressures of racial hegemony—including the cultural dominance afforded to photography—as a 
counteractive refusal to be dehumanized, objectified, or made invisible. In this instance, the 
camera’s ability to visually record such refusals is translated through a language of photographic 
still/ness, yet the still/ness first enacted by the subjects instructs the portrait’s overall visual and 
affective registers of “quiet thoughtfulness they so atmospherically depict.”64 Embedded within 
the image’s serene repose, an active still/ness quakes beneath; expressions of apprehension trade 
as looks of resistive strength, and a line of motionless bodies conceal deliberate techniques of 
self-possession and self-fashioning.  
Attending to these traits of stilled motion in place allows us to see acts of refusals that 
quietly assert dignity in the face of unforeseen combatants—that is, the visual and cultural 
histories of Black representation that would deny these women an autonomous subjectivity. 
Here, the multivalent occupations of still/ness—as bodies who perform stillness in motion, as 
individuals and groups of individuals who dwell in place, as subjects who tense in reaction to 
racialized hegemony—re-illuminate as practices of photoliberation. Indeed, they re-deploy the 
possibilities contained in photographic imagery as equally dignifying and resistive acts which 
visibly alter the status of Black people as contemporary visual subjects—as subjects still here.   
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Chapter 3: STILL/HERE 
 
Still: Indicating the continuance of a previous action or condition. (a) Now (or at the time in 
question) as formerly. (b) contextually. Now (or at the time in question) in contrast to the future; 
at present, as yet. 
 
- OED Online 
 
We felt pity for them, and affection and love; they felt happy for us, we were still alive. Yes, we 
are still alive we said. And we had returned to thank them. You are still alive, they said. Yes we 
are still alive. They looked at us like violet; like violet teas they drank us. We said here we are. 
They said, you are still alive. We said yes, yes we are still alive. 
 
- Dionne Brand, Verso 55 
 
Blackness and the Materiality of Resistance 
 
On an undisclosed corner somewhere in the streets of Chicago, deteriorating bits of paint still 
clinging to the wooden planks of a building’s exterior wall suggest a portrait of Martin Luther 
King Jr. [fig. 3.1]. In the central panel, white, pink, and black paint coloring King’s visage are 
broken down into fragmentary chips, revealing the textured surfaces of the boards beneath. 
Directly above, a fading “We Shall” dissolves into the background. Together, intermingling 
effects of disintegrating paint and splintering wood manifest the portrait’s drastic material 
decompositions over time which are echoed in the rusting metal columns and panels of chipping 
green paint framing this display of material and representational fractures. In the scene’s 
photograph representation, the flows of time may have been stilled, but the tensions of erasure 
still linger on.  
Still: a passing through time as un/changing transformation; a state of present being 
resembling a continuous extension of the past. The range of complexity incorporating this 




connotation of still signals temporal, relational, and perceptual understandings of how change 
manifests itself over time. Conditions defined as still—not in terms of a state of physical arrest 
but as a circumstance of existence that remains consistent—ostensibly move through time as if 
outside the boundaries of a teleological completion—as a past that will not come to pass. The 
thing that is still as it was or, perhaps, is still here characterizes its present/presence as a 
persistent re-assertion of the past. Thus, the distinctions between current and former 
circumstance collapse into a single articulation of then-ness and now-ness, much like how a 
photographic image visually carries forth the moment of its creation within the un/changing 
impressions of a fixed representation. 
With “We Shall” Dr. King Painting, the aspects of still highlighted here are doubly 
constructed by the photographic image itself as well as in the appearance of a visibly degrading 
Black portrait [fig. 3.1]. As one of the few painted portraits featured in Here/Still/Now, this 
solemn image of a tattered exterior façade professes still through a multitude of representational, 
visual, and conceptual paradoxes. The portrait is still somewhat legible, but its splintering 
surfaces suggests that it won’t be still much longer. In the photograph, however, the portrait’s 
waning presence is kept still so that it still may be witnessed again and again as a presence that 
comes from the past. 
Though this portrait of a portrait clearly displays the injuries of time as a breakdown in 
material and visual integrity, the image maintains the portrait as a visual and embodied subject 
nonetheless. Under these terms, the faint presence of King’s painted gaze—the only facial 
feature still intact—intensifies as an eerily human will to persist. Thus, despite an irretrievable 
collapse into dissolution, the photograph creates a means of preservation securing the portrait’s 
precarious states of recognition as still here, even now. Amidst the damaging effects of time, 




King’s visage bubbles up from layers of wood grain and painted surface and declares: “We shall 
[overcome.]”65 Between these shifting forms of il/legible representation, both photograph and 
photographed subject reproduce still as a visual paradox underlaying struggles between the 
material effects of time and a perpetuating Black (portrait) self. 
The materialized connotations of persistence, steadfastness, and perseverance evoked by 
the image work well as visual metaphors for the political spirit of Black liberation that King 
himself advocated for during the Civil Rights-Era. Across Here/Still/Now’s presentations of 
photoliberatory form, a portrait of King makes for an obvious visual statement of Black 
liberation. Yet, imaged in such a state of disrepair, the visible struggles of material integrity 
evoke an alternative domain of still’s photoliberatory possibilities. 
Pivoting on still’s visual, subjective, and descriptive modes of signification, images like 
“We Shall” Dr. King Painting, Religious Library [fig. 3.2], or Smoke Marks, Cabrini-Green [fig. 
3.3], rearticulate a material sense of still as a persevering survival against processes of 
degradation. Bearing traces of their gradual deteriorations, these photographs in/still a striking 
visuality of still/ness where a frozen field of vision equally emphasizes forms of stamina in the 
grips of destruction. In such cases, the photograph re-claims the subject of Blackness as a 
material and symbolic embodiment of endurance or enduring that works against the traumas of 
(Black) experience even as its immediate appearance seems to guarantee an irreversible 
disfigurement. Under these terms, photoliberatory means of Black representation transcend 
ontological categories of human-ness and thing-ness66 to re-create what scholars in critical Black 
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studies have devised as a “critical orientation towards the sensible rooted in the historical 
production of black flesh—suspended between sexes and gender, aminate and inanimate, person 
and thing, animal and machine, agent and material.”67 Within the interstices of Blackness’ 
ontological divisions, still formulates a conceptual language of in/habitation that, in the realm of 
Here/Still/Now’s photographic displays, visually re-imagines Black subjects’ resistive states of 
endurance through shifting categories of embodiment, and as both within and against the 
“brittleness of Western culture’s epistemological foundations.”68  
As an integrated visual text of figural and scenic portraits, then, Here/Still/Now’s 
conflation of Black person-ness and Black thing-ness draws parallels with historical and 
theoretical dilemmas encircling Blackness, namely instances where the Black “body” has been 
violently reduced to categories of objecthood. The history of slavery in the United States, though 
not specially dealt with in Here/Still/Now, has been crucial for the kinds of “critical orientations” 
presented in the volume which unpack—both discursively and visually—the liberatory 
possibilities embedding Blackness as a material, psychic, and embodied reality. Additionally, 
scholars and thinkers working with the legacy of slavery have often leveraged the immanent 
qualities contained in the experience of still to describe the enduring effects conditioned by a 
violent state of forced servitude—what Christina Sharpe describes as “the anagrammatical life of 
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the word still.”69 In the aftermath of slavery’s dehumanizing arrangements within a violent 
system of labor, still organizes the affective weight and duration of lived trauma conferred upon 
Black people or Black things throughout time.  
As such, the parameters of still’s relevance to creative testaments of the Black experience 
have spanned theoretical, artistic, and literary boundaries. Toni Morrison deploys still with 
varying signification in Beloved when a pregnant Sethe bemoans: “was walking on two feet 
meant for standing still…still, near a kettle; still at the churn; still at the tub and ironing board.”70 
The repetition of still in the literary imaginary of Morrison’s slavery narrative—wrested from the 
true life story of Margaret Garner—conceives of still in the continuous and merciless drag of 
labor—in the ways in which Sethe’s body remains unchanging within the conditions that inhibit 
Black people from claims to full humanity.  
Echoing Morrison’s rich narrations, Dionne Brand’s elegies in Verso 55 reiterate still as a 
Black transhistorical recognition of a recuperated ancestral legacy.71 Her poetry reminds us that 
still can communicate an insistence to live—a marking of time that bespeaks the strength of 
survival embedding the experiences of Blackness: “Yes, we are still alive”. Both Morrison and 
Brand’s reclamations of still—not as an insistent and thus seemingly inescapable set of 
circumstances regulated by time, history, and systems of power, but as a recognition of defiant 
Black endurance, a statement of survival, and a form of resistance—is reinforced by Sharpe as a 
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critical framework for retaining “what, if anything, survives this insistent Black exclusion, this 
ontological negation,” which has continually defined “the ongoing problem of Black exclusion 
from social, political, and cultural belonging; our abjection from the realm of the human.”72 As 
part of her interrogation, Sharpe trades on the complexities of still explored thus far and 
redeploys their structures of historical and experiential un/changing to elucidate “how slavery’s 
violences emerge within the contemporary conditions of spatial, legal, psychic, material, and 
other dimensions of Black non/being as well as Black modes of resistance.”73 The conditions of 
still unearthed by Sharpe’s formulation of “the wake” as an afterlife of slavery persisting in the 
disavowal and dehumanization of Black bodies over time—“a past that will not pass”—lays the 
analytical groundwork for marking still as a set of historical and subjective issues mediating the 
visual and lived experiences of Black Americans today.74  
With images depicting Chicago’s declining urban landscapes, Here/Still/Now re-places 
the experience of Blackness in relation to the spatial and material structures of Chicago’s Black 
communities. On the surface, such imagery might suggest a derogatory pessimism about the 
sustainability of life in a predominantly Black urban environment. A withering portrait of Martin 
Luther King—or, instead, a cluttered mess of broken blinds in the background of a portrait [fig. 
3.4]—could symbolize the realities of impoverishment defining many poor Black Chicagoans 
lives on the margins of socio-economic opportunity. In addition to these meanings, however, 
photographs of structural deficiency also communicate a lack of compromise between the 
material dimensions of Blackness and larger forces of degradation. In buildings yet to be 
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demolished, interior spaces unraveling into chaos, or exterior facades marked by blight, 
structures embedding Blackness in Chicago bear the material and symbolic traits of an 
unwillingness to collapse—a determination to remain still here. We see this in Religious Library 
[fig. 3.2] where, despite the dramatic display of peeling paint, viewers are presented with shelves 
lined with books—books which remain accessible to a community of Black life outside the 
boundaries of the picture frame.  
Led by portraits of buildings, housing, streets, and public spaces integrating 
Here/Still/Now’s contemporary meta-portrayal of Blackness, still correlates photoliberatory 
expressions of Black resistance to the structural layers of Black urban formation in what Huey 
Copeland has described as a “tending-toward-blackness—a leaning into and caring for…black 
subjects and those related forms of being that have been positioned at the margins of thought and 
perceptions yet are necessarily co-constitutive of them.”75 With this approach, which Copeland 
offers up as a response to larger theoretical turns to “new materialism,” Here/Still/Now’s 
foregrounding of both figural and scenic portraiture recalibrates the visual character of Blackness 
towards the “mattering of Blackness itself.”76 Images of decay and deterioration, then, provide 
testament to still’s subtleties of persistence against the struggles of time which are redeployed 
throughout the fields of Black expressive embodiment. In the volume’s photographic meditations 
on material de/trans-formation, still discloses photoliberation in the enduring presence of Black 
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Blackness and Structures of Survival 
 
The story of Blackness in Chicago is first and foremost a story about the histories of racial and 
residential segregations in the arrangements of Black urban life since the Great Migrations of the 
early- to mid-twentieth centuries.77 In Burling Building, Cabrini-Green (2010) [fig. 3.5] and 624 
Division Street, Cabrini-Green (2006) [fig. 3.6], the emptied vacancies of two dilapidated 
housing projects confront the contemporary outcomes of these complex histories head on. Both 
units were part of a network of residential structures defining the Cabrini-Green public housing 
community in Chicago’s Near North Side. Since its original development in the 1940s, Cabrini-
Green slowly devolved into a paradigmatic example of Chicago’s failed experiments in mixed-
income public housing, consumed over the years by generations of rampant crime activity and 
decreased investment by the city’s local housing authority institutions.78  
By the early 2010s, Cabrini-Green had all but disappeared after a succession of 
demolitions beginning in the mid-1990s eliminated its residential structures to make way for 
Chicago’s renovated vision of luxury housing redevelopment in the coming new millennium.79 
The politics of this urban revitalization era are visually enforced in 624 Division Street, Cabrini-
Green where a collapsing housing unit is presented as a gutted, multi-patterned, and face-like 
frontal view on the brink of destruction; in the background, Chicago’s established skyline 
contrasts with the subject’s dramatic descent into obscurity. As a symbol of Black communities’ 
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integration into the fabric of Chicago’s economic and urban epicenters, the tragic implications of 
Cabrini-Green’s urban history are both raised and re-cast in the context of Here/Still/Now.  
Importantly, where the image’s sharp focus and close positioning draws emphasis to the 
building’s obvious dissolutions, its compositional arrangement magnifies its subject’s grotesque 
display—structural innards evoke the internal systems of a body while the wreckage of interior 
and exterior foundations mimics the tearing of flesh. There’s a palpable violence represented 
here which metaphorically connects the process of urban revitalization to the violent 
disenfranchisements leveled against Chicago’s Black communities. At the same time, or rather 
within that violence, the building is photographed as somehow still in place, still standing. The 
traumas of its destruction are regurgitated as an expression of its fortitude—its determination, 
however possible, to remain intact. Splayed in front of the camera, the building’s face-like 
façade appears with a similar countenance of confrontation dispersing the volume’s mega-
portrait of Blackness. Like its human counterparts, still telegraphs the building’s embodied and 
paradoxical being-ness which deploys in/stability as a photoliberatory endurance of resistance. 
 The specificity of place signaled by Cabrini-Green’s housing structures is reflected in the 
volume’s continuous productions of here and still as visual-conceptual zones locating Blackness 
in the context of contemporary Chicago. When Burling Building, Cabrini-Green was 
photographed in 2010, the Burlington Building was one of Cabrini-Green’s few remaining high-
rise structures; eventually, its leveling in 2011 signaled the final closures of a predominantly 
Black community residing in Chicago’s treasured downtown locale.80 In the wake of its 
destruction, the photograph commemorates the Burlington Building’s prior existence as a 
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reconstituted structural expanse filling the pictorial frame. A repetitive series of small windows 
scaling the building’s exterior façade suggest the units of time linking a past to its 
(photographed) present. Halted by the photograph’s tightly cropped frame, an interrupted 
sequence of windows foreshadows the building’s more total dissolution in the near future. In the 
face of impending erasure, the windows testify to various states of abandonment—many are 
closed shut while others seem either partially open or completely missing. Behind them, broken 
blinds, wood, paper, and tattered fabric obstruct the building’s interior space. 
In this succinct representation of a Black residential community deformed over time and 
abandoned in a state of observable decay, the photograph’s stilling properties recover a symbolic 
and material significance instilling Cabrini-Green’s historical relevance to Chicago’s Black 
citizens. Recorded when it is still standing, the image preserves the Burlington Building—and, 
by extension, the entire Cabrini-Green community—as a structural rebuttal to systemic forms of 
Black communal disintegration. As still, the building’s visual, symbolic, historical, and 
embodied registers mark the surviving qualities that define Black struggles against social and 
cultural forces of dissolution and disregard.  
  








Chapter 4: NOW 
 
Now: At the present time or moment.; In extended use: under the present circumstances; in view 
of what has happened. 
 
- OED Online 
 
The civil must be separated from the political and defined in its own right as the interest that 
citizens display in themselves, in others, in their shared forms of coexistence, as well as in the 
world they create and nurture. 
 
- Ariella Azoulay, Civil Imagination: A Political Ontology of Photography 
 
The Other Side(s) of Photoliberation 
 
Where has still brought us now? In the previous chapters, I’ve laid out a visual and 
theoretical meditation on Here/Still/Now’s Black photographic portraits through the layered and 
multi-faceted experiences of still. Along the way, portraits—both figural and scenic—
demonstrated the many-faced maneuvers of Black photoliberation in the arsenal of still. With 
still, as I’ve attempted to describe, bodily and embodied displays of self elaborate Blackness’ 
visual and representational means of resistance in the production of a photographic portraits. 
Working with a range of photoliberatory acts and enactments, Black subjects in Here/Still/Now 
marshal still in pre-photographic and photographed scenarios to develop counteractive gestures 
operating within and against photography’s means of reproduction. The general framework of 
these tactics—which include Black bodies who still themselves or structures of Blackness that 
remain still— define Here/Still/Now’s photoliberatory schema of contemporary Black 
representation. 




In the main sections of this thesis, I looked respectively at figural portraits and then 
scenic portraits as thematic categories distinguishing the volume’s various photoliberatory 
strategies of still. With this bisected review of the volume’s primary subject matter, my analysis 
pointed to the shifting aspects of still’s signifying and representational meanings as critical 
paradigms subtending the volume’s photographic presentations. The distinct frameworks of 
interpretation generated by still recognize how representations of Blackness manage to integrate 
autonomous, self-possessed and enduring expressions of Black subjectivity as a co-produced 
effect of a photographic portrait. In this final chapter, I continue to investigate examples of this 
photographic model at the very margins of still’s visual and representational legibility. To do so, 
I turn to set of images in Here/Still/Now which place human subjects in tension with their 
surroundings, specifically in cases where various forms of barriers—gates, fences, and other 
barricades—intervene on a subject’s photoliberatory in/visibility. For this group of photographs, 
still remains to be a category signaling methods of photoliberation, but the more explicit 
confrontations between Black bodies and material boundaries push the term’s signifying 
properties to their extreme visual limits.  
In E. Snake, Cabrini Green, the still/ness figured in this photograph echoes between the 
quiet repose of its central figure and the sharp verticality of the gated fence separating the 
image’s foreground and background [fig. 4.1]. Though the composition seems to dwell on E. 
Snake’s strikingly meditative composure against a backdrop of a boarded building—another 
subtle gesture to Cabrini-Green’s collapsing infrastructure—the effects of his calming and 
fortified presence are fully mediated through the blunt rhythm of poles spanning the width of the 
image. With its repetitive formal elements dominating the pictorial foreground, the gate acts as a 




cell-like screen through which both E. Snake and his background are modulated as photographic 
components—broken up, spliced, and interrupted by the gate’s serial visual interventions. 
The restraint implied by the photograph’s framing of E. Snake behind bars, so to speak, 
invokes the restrictive realities of the prison industrial complex disproportionately affecting 
Black communities in the U.S.81 Under these terms, the scene would seem to suggest the 
opposite of a photoliberatory staging—here, Blackness is re-envisioned as an imprisoned subject, 
reachable only through the disfiguring interventions of containment. The visual disturbances 
caused by this gated wall, however, paradoxically contribute to E. Snake’s subjective 
invigoration as well. Instead, the powerful expression of still/ness envisaged on E. Snake’s 
face—in the soft and meditative pleasures one might imagine during a haircut—is reclaimed 
photographically between the thickness of two consecutive bars squeezing this moment of self-
possessed vulnerability into a tight visual frame. 
Rather than limit access to the subject, the gate’s abrupt linearity accentuates E. Snake’s 
wholeness as he himself transcends its immediate obstructions. As a co-participant in the image, 
then, E. Snake grants permission to his portrait making vis-à-vis the gate as both an allowance 
and restriction of visual access which he wields as a photoliberatory act of self-presentation. The 
dialectic of visibility entangling E. Snake with the gate, then, develops an apt visual metaphor for 
the representational dilemmas confronted by the Black photoliberation model—seemingly 
confined by a set of narrowed cultural, social, and political dimensions, the photographed Black 
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body is instead viewed as re-inhabiting the space(s) of restriction as a formation of embodied and 
expressive resistance. 
With an image like E. Snake, the juxtaposition between Blackness and metaphorical 
notions of confinement call attention to larger structures of representation mediating the visual 
cohesion of Black urban subjects. Over the last several decades of the late twentieth and early 
twenty-first centuries, Chicago’s developing reputation as a “city in crisis” has magnified the 
visual and cultural narratives surrounding its predominantly Black and poor communities. In 
response to the city’s unseemly trends of crime- and drug-related violence, Chicago’s poor and 
low-income Black enclaves have taken center stage in the moral panics encompassing the city’s 
notoriety on both a local, regional, and national scale.82  
The dominant visual and discursive practices linking Black people to Chicago’s recent 
urban crises are primarily located within the large network of local and national news outlets 
reporting on the city’s daily events. In an era of 24-hour news cycles and constantly refreshing 
social media feeds, demands for up-to-minute content have made Chicago’s near-daily criminal 
activity a popular and influential segment in leading local publications.83 Through text and 
image, news reports in just the last few years alone have seized on the sensational panics of 
crime and social dysfunction characterizing local Black communities within Chicago’s larger 
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urban imaginary. And as digital media platforms and technologies continue to influence the 
means of representation and reception in contemporary daily life, the highly visual and visible 
qualities of Chicago’s so-called crisis demonstrate the critical role that photography plays in 
representing the realities of Black life to a local, national, and even global audience. 
With Here/Still/Now, the accelerating frenzy of Chicago’s crisis visuality is slowed 
down—or, perhaps, stilled—as way to circumvent the narratological and representational 
barriers limiting access to a more authentic sense of Black life in Chicago. These maneuvers are 
made apparent in a photograph like Shavondra, where the relationship between a Black subject 
and barriers of occlusions are critically reversed [fig. 4.2]. Placed before a chain link fence, 
Shavondra wraps arms tightly around her midsection while staring intently at the camera. Her 
body—covered in the thick warmth of plaid fleece—turns slightly away from the camera in the 
exalted manner of a three-quarter pose. Further in the background, faint traces of buildings, a 
leafless tree, light pole, and gate-like structure break through a semi-opaque, bright orange 
screen. Tiny perforations—nearly invisible to the eye—create hazy, permeable surface effects in 
contrast to Shavondra’s dense figurality. Though bodily and facial expressions signal states of 
apprehension, Shavondra’s piercing look at the camera marks the intrepid forms of self-
presentation which are negotiated in the Black portrait moment—a state of being that feminist 
scholar Elin Diamond has described as “the enlivened position of ‘looking at being looked at 
ness.’”84  
In contradistinction to the photograph’s blurred background, Shavondra’s photographic 
presence re-possesses the visibility of the Black body as a foregrounding effect that functions 
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both compositionally and symbolically as photoliberatory still/ness. By reversing the 
composition of E. Snake, Cabrini-Green—and dominant modes of Black representation 
generally— the image also demonstrates the flexible powers of resistance maintained by Black 
photoliberatory subjects in the face of both material and metaphorical obstruction—whether in 
front of or behind the barriers of representation.  
 
Black Photoliberation in the Civil Imagination 
 
The limits of that flexibility, however, are tested further with images like Devon, Hudson 
Building, Cabrini-Green [fig. 4.3]. Behind a glass and chain-link enclosure, a shadowy Black 
body is imaged as a completely unidentifiable subject—a ghostly presence lurking on the other 
side of the scene’s now protective barriers. The contours of a body pierce through a translucent 
screen, but the individual remains out of focus. If not for the photograph’s title, vague outlines 
and semi-darkened shapes generate the only traits of identification allowed in the image. In 
direct opposition to the volume’s signature portraiture modalities, this photograph surrenders 
Here/Still/Now’s enhanced visibility to a foreclosed field of vision that restricts representation to 
an almost unintelligible scope of comprehension.  
 Where Shavondra implies the other side of E. Snake’s subject-barrier composition, 
Devon shows what might be seen behind Shavondra’s perforated screen. However, as it is 
pictured from within an enclosed space—likely a lobby in one of Cabrini-Green’s many high-
rise buildings—Devon also visualizes from the space of confinement separating E. Snake as an 
immediate portrait subject. Importantly, Devon’s depiction of its black subject—though 
mysteriously obscured—locates him outside of the photographs darkly imprisoned context and, 
instead, in the light of the day. Though viewers are unable to fully access the embodied 




expressions of this enlightenment—in what Kirsta Thompson has alternatively described as a 
Black diasporic tradition of “shine” aesthetics85—the image displays its most vivid example of 
photoliberation from the ironic perspective of visual ambiguity. Crucially, the photograph 
expresses its own limitations of representing Black subjects in the moment of photoliberation as 
obstructed by the structural barriers of a “defunct” Black housing development. In effect, the 
camera’s “failure” to represent reinforces the co-productive nature of Black photoliberation as a 
necessary engagement with subjects; while, simultaneously, dramatically showing the distorting 
lenses of Black representation as consumed by a self-enforced condition of confinement and 
limited recognition.  
Ultimately, then, images like those discussed in this chapter challenge normative cultural 
standards of Black representation within the photograph’s fields of vision by turning attention on 
the camera’s intervening presence itself. In the forms of photography generally produced for 
mass-media publication—conventionally categorized as photojournalism—the visual and 
affective registers circulating news-based photography carry significant weight in the public 
imaginary. How one is represented in a newspaper or on a local television station is influential 
for how the general public comes to understand their status as a fellow citizen. The violent and 
traumatic reports often associated with Chicago’s Black neighborhoods conditions a reception of 
these areas—and the people who reside there—as synonymously dangerous, violent, or 
uncontrollable. In the process, the public’s understanding of Black Chicagoans—which, it should 
be noted, includes understandings made by Black Chicagoan themselves—is negotiated in part 
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by photography’s visual properties of identification and “realist” description. Together, 
“objective” written reports and photojournalistic imagery suture a picture of Blackness in 
Chicago as verifiably unstable and prone to disaster. 
The types of imagery I draw attention to here reflect a racial politics of representation 
regulating Black Chicagoans’ public status as citizens. In imagery about Black people and 
communities in Chicago, the aesthetic, representational, and reproductive functions of 
photography can intervene in the cultural practices producing Blackness as a sociopolitical and 
racialized existence. At stake in contemporary photographic representations of Black 
Chicagoans, then, is not simply the kinds of imagery produced about communities, but the nature 
of their visual and representational logics—how they generate and put forth a set of visual 
conceptions about Chicago’s Black populations in relation to the larger discursive and political 
systems impacting Blackness in our contemporary era. 
In response to these visual systems of power, Here/Still/Now asks: “What now?” In 
portraits spanning the rich and often unseen textures of Blackness in Chicago, what happens 
next? What affects do these images have on the current everyday struggles that many Black 
Chicagoans face who had the opportunity to still themselves in front of D’Amato’s camera? 
What about those who are not pictured here? Following Ariella Azoulay’s important 
contributions to ways of reimagining the relations of power distributing photography, the 
portraits constituting Here/Still/Now participate in photography’s changing “civil discourse” 
such that the marginalized status of Blackness in Chicago can reclaim its public visibility as a 
call to action. Azoulay describes the political and imaginative possibilities of photography’s civil 
discourse as overlooking the dominant tropes and operations of photography’s primary 
operators—from photographers and art institutions to governments and other organizations of 




state power—to inscribe a separate “domain of relations between citizens on the one hand, and 
subjects denied citizenship by a given regime on the other.”86 In this renewed practice of 
imagining and developing civil relations, the socio-political, racial, and cultural divisions which 
dislocate a privileged class of American citizens from the many crises surrounding the Black 
experience in contemporary Chicago can and must be breached. This work is not reducible to 
photography, but photographic portraits like those in Here/Still/Now help to elicit visual, 
representational, and affective responses outside of the traditional frameworks of civil and 
political recognition. 
Azoulay’s challenge to rethink the political possibilities of a civil-photographic 
recognition manifest in Here/Still/Now as declarations to both see Black subjects as fully 
embodied individuals as well as to un-see entrenched notions about Blackness as a familiar 
visual subject. The tension between these two practices of looking embeds the volume’s most 
dramatic and disturbing image: Man in Revival Tent [fig. 4.4].87 Here, a slender man peeks 
through the semi-opaque flaps of an outdoor tent. In the background, a field of light casts his 
body into a shadowy presence permeating the tent’s thin membrane. In the upper regions, two 
eyes peek through a small window in the tent flaps and look directly at the camera as the only 
traces of an expressed identity. They hover with the similar presence that Toni Morrison once 
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described as an “Africanlike presence” lurking in the recesses of a displaced and disfigured 
Black visuality.88 
In the spectrum of subjects inhibited by barriers, Man in Revival Tent devises the 
intermediary position—seen, but not seen; present, but nearly absent. Filtered through the tent’s 
translucent surfaces, the man’s soft silhouette culminates in a sharp gaze that intently watches 
the camera from its seemingly sheltered position. There is a sense of intrusion, as if the man’s 
peeking through the tent was uninvited or unplanned. Whatever the case, his modulated presence 
dominates the scene’s visual intrigue and viscerally challenges the Black body’s representation 
as a there and not-there presence. 
As I’ve attempted to show here, the presence of a Black portrait image both reveals and 
conceals practices of resistive and autonomous embodiment which link Black subjects as visual 
and civil actors of photography. Part of this action is transmitted through the language of still, a 
flexible and complex terms incorporating a range of performative, temporal, and experiential 
significance which dovetails well with the mechanics and representational modes of 
photography. As this thesis has plumbed the many facets of still, it has primarily been guided by 
the calls to action compelling us to recall the infinite ways Blackness makes itself here, still, 
now.  
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[fig. 1.1] Paul D’Amato, Margaret and Marquetta Tisdell, Original Providence 
Baptist Church, 2013 





          [fig. 1.2] Paul D’Amato, First Lady, Garfield Park Baptist Church, 2009  
 
 






[fig. 1.3] Paul D’Amato, Kiddie Pool, 2011 







[fig. 1.4] Paul D’Amato, Women Kissing, 2007 
 
  






[fig. 1.5] Paul D’Amato, Kaka, 2002 







[fig. 1.6] Paul D’Amato, Wardell, 2013 
  






[fig. 1.7] Paul D’Amato, GeeGee, 2012 







[fig. 1.8] Paul D’Amato, Dantwone and Dasia, 2012 
  






[fig. 1.9] Paul D’Amato, Thin Man, 2008 







[fig. 1.10] Paul D’Amato, Jamaica, 2009 







[fig. 1.11] Paul D’Amato, Haircut, Cabrini-Green, 2011 
  






[fig. 1.12] Paul D’Amato, Woman in Wheel Chair, Rockwell Gardens, 2005 







[fig. 1.13] J. T. Zealy, Drana, country born, daughter of Jack Guinea. Plantation of B. F.  











[fig. 1.14] Unknown (American), portrait of Frederick Douglass, ca. 1855, in The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Hermine B. Rubel; William Rubel. 
 
  






[fig. 1.15] Redacted images of Delia Country born of African parents, daughter, Renty. 
Congo., and Drana, country born, daughter of Jack, Guinea, plantation of B.F. Taylor Esq. in 










[fig. 2.1] Paul D’Amato, Tashma, 2008 (detail) 
 
  






[fig. 2.2] Paul D’Amato, Tashma, 2008 
 
  






[fig. 2.3a] Johannes Vermeer, Girl with a Pearl 
Earring, c. 1665, oil on canvas, Mauritshuis, The 
Hague, Netherlands 
 
[fig. 2.3b] Awol Erizku, Girl with a 











[fig. 2.4] Image of Ngando family portrait in Tina M. Campt, “Performing Stillness: Diaspora 











[fig. 2.5.] Paul D’Amato, Jamora, Jasmere, Tyrese, Doreka, Jasmine, and Javon, 2016 
 
  






[fig. 2.6] Paul D’Amato, Red Sunday (l. to r.: Carolyn, Gladys, unknown, Lida), New Mount  
Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church, 2005  
 
  






[fig. 3.1] Paul D’Amato, “We Shall” Dr. King Painting, 2009 







[fig. 3.2] Paul D’Amato, Religious Library, 2008 
  






[fig. 3.3] Paul D’Amato, Smoke Marks, Cabrini-Green, 2005 
 
  






[fig. 3.4] Paul D’Amato, Broken Blinds, Cabrini-Green, 2008 
  






[fig. 3.5] Paul D’Amato, Burling Building, Cabrini-Green 2010 
  






[fig. 3.6] Paul D’Amato, 624 W. Division Street, Cabrini-Green, 2006 
 
  






[fig. 4.1] Paul D’Amato, E. Snake, Cabrini-Green, 2011 
  






[fig. 4.2] Paul D’Amato, Shavondra, 2005 







[fig. 4.3] Paul D’Amato, Devon, Hudson Building, Cabrini-Green, 2008 
  






[fig. 4.4] Paul D’Amato, Man Looking in Revival Tent, 2004 
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